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## GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations/Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5GC</td>
<td>5G Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5GS</td>
<td>5G System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPIF</td>
<td>Common API Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoF</td>
<td>Factories of the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIoT</td>
<td>Industrial Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEI</td>
<td>International Mobile Equipment Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSI</td>
<td>International Mobile Subscriber Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>Mobile Network Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEF</td>
<td>Network Exposure Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPN</td>
<td>Non-Public Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetApp</td>
<td>Network Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Operational Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>Permanent Equipment Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Software Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>Small and Medium Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPI</td>
<td>Subscription Permanent Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vAPP</td>
<td>Vertical Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE</td>
<td>User Equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of this deliverable is to present in detail the final prototypes and the two cycles of integration activities that have been followed for each of the three Network Applications by the three SMEs participating in the task.

Initially, the deliverable describes in detail the final prototypes of the Network Apps developed within the Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis pillar in the EVOLVED-5G context, driven by Task 4.4:

- **A Traffic Management Network App** (8Bells): Programmable Next-Generation Firewall that is capable of considering not only IPs, ports, and MAC addresses to identify user devices, but also any parameters that can be exposed by the 5G network, including subscriber location, thus allowing enhanced security policies.
- **A Security Information and Event Manager** based on blockchain technologies (FOGUS): security protection by performing real-time monitoring and analysis of events as well as tracking and logging of security data for compliance or auditing purposes.
- **Software for entity authentication, registration, and authorization** (InQBit): Enhancement to the existing CAPIF protocol by incorporating an OpenID Connect layer on top of the OAuth2.0 protocol proposed by CAPIF, also providing single sign-on functionality between CAPIF instances.

Next, the two development cycles (1st and 2nd iterations of integration activities) and use case testing that have been followed for each of the three Network Applications, are presented.

The first round of integrations has been carried out with the aim of ensuring seamless and reliable communication between various components within the system, including Network Apps, Vertical Apps (vApp), NEF, CAPIF and 5G network connectivity, on top of the cloud infrastructure provided by the Athens platform. The connectivity of 5G with the cloud infrastructure has been verified, specifically the connection between vApps and Demokritos' 5G network.

The purpose of the second integration round was to validate the use-cases utilizing the final components of EVOLVED-5G. On the one hand, NEF, CAPIF and the SDK had been enriched with additional features. On the other hand, SMEs finalized their Network Apps by enhancing the 3.0 version and using the last versions of NEF, CAPIF and SDK. This version 4.1 of the Network Apps also exploited the validation pipeline before the integration test. Finally, the Networks Apps were deployed in Kubernetes clusters in Athens premises instead of using Docker containers running locally.

With the second round of integration tests, the Networks Apps of the SEC pillar have reached their final stage, interacting with the last versions of NEF and CAPIF through the SDK and communicating with their respective vApp(s). The three SME use-cases have also been validated and such result highlight the fact that the Network Apps reached a mature enough state to be used by other SMEs through the Evolved-5G Marketplace.

For all three developed Network Apps, we have demonstrated that the integration with the 5G control plane enhances the functionality and usefulness of the applications in a NPN context, due to the additional parameters that can be exposed by the 5G network.
In addition, during the two rounds of integration activities that took place, it was also proven that the overall deployment is flexible, quick, easy to test, and can easily be upgraded, due to the dockerization of the Network Application and the Kubernetes deployment environment.

As a final point, in the context of EVOLVED-5G, it is essential to highlight that a terminology update has been implemented. Specifically, the term "Network App" is now being used instead of "NetApp," as initially selected in the first period of the project. This update reflects the shortened form of "Network Application” and has been applied consistently across all project’s documents and materials.
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# INTRODUCTION

## 1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The current report compliments the final prototype of the three Network Applications, that have been developed within the Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis (SEC) pilar to support the security management and threat detection in a smart factory environment and is driven by Task 4.4. The report provides details on the development of the final prototype (version 4.1) in terms of technical architecture, features and dependencies, while also utilising the final version of the tools (SDK, NEF, CAPIF) developed within the EVOLVED-5G framework. Moreover, the report contributes to the testing and evaluation of the use cases, described in the previous deliverable of WP4 (D4.2), through the integration activities that took place both in Athens infrastructure focusing on the iterative validation of 5G connectivity and communication between components (5G network <-> Network Applications <-> Vertical Applications).

The two rounds of integration activities are described in depth and the use cases testing has been followed for each of the three Network Applications by the three SMEs participating in the task:

- Development of a Traffic Management Network App (Next-Generation Firewall, Virtual & Containerized) (8Bells)
- A security information and event manager based on blockchain technologies (FOGUS)
- Software for entity authentication, registration, and authorization (InQBit)

In summary, this document consolidates the progress made in developing, integrating and testing the Network Apps of the Security pilar within the EVOLVED-5G project.

## 1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

- Section 2 **PILLAR OVERALL FRAMEWORK** echoes D4.2 and presents a summary of the SEC pilar goals, challenges and specificities.
- Section 3 **FINAL PROTOTYPE OF NETWORK APPLICATIONS** describes the finalized version of the SEC Network Apps (version 4.1). After a reminder of the Network App use-case(s), it describes the technical architecture, features and dependencies of each Network App.
- Section 4 **INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES AND USE-CASE TESTING** presents the two integration rounds for use-case testing performed during the project. The first reported test was performed with intermediate versions of Network Apps and components (NEF, CAPIF and SDK) while the second test was performed with final versions of Network Apps and all EVOLVED-5G components.
- Finally, section 5 discusses the conclusion and next steps.
1.3 **Target Audience**

The release of the deliverable is public, intending to expose the overall EVOLVED-5G ecosystem and Network Apps progress to a wide variety of research individuals and communities.

From specific to broader, different target audiences for D4.4 are identified as detailed below:

- **Project Consortium**: To validate the fact that all SEC pillar Network Apps have reached their final state. One of the main goals is to document the technical evolution of these Network Apps with respect to the initial vision and use-case.

- **Industry 4.0 and FoF (factories of the future) vertical groups**: To crystallise a common understanding of technologies, and tools that were used for the development of the Network Apps. Besides, it also demonstrates the final architecture and features a Network App can reach. A non-exhaustive list of Industry 4.0-related groups is as follows:
  - Manufacturing industries (including both large and SMEs) and IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) technology providers.
  - European, national, and regional manufacturing initiatives, including funding programs, 5G-related research projects, public bodies and policy makers.
  - Technology transfer organizations and market-uptake experts, researchers, and individuals.
  - Standardisation Bodies and Open-Source Communities.
  - Industry 4.0 professionals and researchers with technical knowledge and expertise, who have an industrial professional background and work on industry 4.0-related areas.
  - Industry 4.0 investors and business angels.

- **Other vertical industries and groups**: To seek impact on other 5G-enabled vertical industries and groups in the long run. Indeed, all the architectural components of the facility are designed to secure interoperability beyond vendor specific implementation and across multiple domains. The same categorization as the above but beyond Industry 4.0 can be of application.

- **The scientific audience, general public and the funding EC Organisation**: To document the work performed and justify the effort reported for the relevant activities. The scientific audience can also get an insight of finalized Network Apps' processes, tools and features.

2 **PILLAR OVERALL FRAMEWORK**

Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis (SEC) is one of the four pillars in the EVOLVED-5G context. Cybersecurity and Cyber Threats are identified as one of the top roadblocks to Industry 4.0 [1] As industries increasingly digitalize, a strong emphasis on cybersecurity has become critical for companies. Cyberattacks have caused operational hazards for companies making use of connected operational technologies, and security concerns have delayed many companies' move to the cloud. Companies must work to enact best practices with regards to networking
infrastructure and the deployment of operational technology (OT) and IoT cybersecurity features. Companies are increasingly turning to private networks, segregated and segmented networks, and zero trust models. However, many existing cybersecurity solutions focus on the security challenges facing IT, leaving a gap in the market for OT security. Furthermore, the security challenges and priorities when it comes to OT are different than those of IT, as can be seen in the table provided below. As industries increasingly digitalize, a strong emphasis on cybersecurity has become critical for companies. Cyberattacks have caused operational hazards for companies making use of connected operational technologies, and security concerns have delayed many companies’ move to the cloud. Companies must work to enact best practices with regards to networking infrastructure and the deployment of operational technology (OT) and IoT cybersecurity features. Companies are increasingly turning to private networks, segregated and segmented networks, and zero trust models. However, many existing cybersecurity solutions focus on the security challenges facing IT, leaving a gap in the market for OT security. Furthermore, the security challenges and priorities when it comes to OT are different than those of IT, as can be seen in the table provided below.

Table 1. Aspects of OT Security vs. IT Security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OT</th>
<th>IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Failure not tolerable</td>
<td>Short failure tolerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restart</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch management</td>
<td>Big challenge</td>
<td>Automated is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW Lifetime</td>
<td>7 to 20 years</td>
<td>3 to 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know How</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is critical to align IT and OT at every stage of the digital transformation for enterprises to experience success.

Therefore, it is becoming increasingly important to make use of best practices when designing network infrastructure. Such best practices include, making use of software-defined networking principles where available, and new approaches to cybersecurity, including zero trust models, assume that threats may materialize at multiple parts within the IT and OT infrastructure – including within the network itself.

Factories of the future rely heavily on interconnectivity between multiple devices, sensors, machines, and workstations. A factory can be visualized as a very busy hub of knowledge and data exchange, which requires a robust, secure, and reliable environment in order to operate properly. 5G private networks are emerging as the technology of choice to support Industry 4.0 transformation. Advantages over legacy connectivity technologies include user device density (e.g., 5G can support connectivity of 1 million connected devices per square kilometer), overcoming congestion challenges, reducing costs and power requirements due to the need of fewer 5G radios vs legacy.

A Zero Trust security approach is recommended in highly inhomogeneous environments, where the traditional perimeter security model might fall short.

By definition, Zero Trust is a strategic approach to cybersecurity that secures an organization by eliminating implicit trust and continuously validating every stage of a digital interaction. Zero Trust for 5G removes implicit trust regardless of what the situation is, who the user is, where the user is or what application they are trying to access. The impact of Zero Trust on network
security specifically protects the security of sensitive data and critical applications by leveraging network segmentation, preventing lateral movement, providing Layer 7 threat prevention and simplifying granular user-access controls. Where traditional security models operate under the assumption that everything inside an organization’s perimeter can be trusted, the Zero Trust model recognizes that trust is a vulnerability.

To create a zero-trust policy, it is critical to know the asserted identity of every flow on the network. Source/destination IP addresses and ports are traditionally used to implement security policy controls by legacy Firewalls. An IP address, however, does not provide identity, as in mobile networks these are assigned by the network and are not constant. Instead, subscriber identifiers such as IMSI in 4G and SUPI in 5G are critical. In addition, relevant equipment IDs, include the IMEI in 4G and PEI in 5G. If network slicing is enabled, then Slice ID identifies the logical network in the 5G environment.

In order to create security policies, you need to base them on things that do not change, such as the above-described permanent identifiers, and not IPs.

Furthermore, the subscriber location might also be necessary in defining security policies for Industry 4.0 use cases. 5G networks have enhanced localization functionalities targeting high levels of location accuracy even in indoor environments (introduced in Rel. 15 for NSA operation [2], continued in Rel. 16 with SA operation, with further enhancements in Rel. 17 [3]).

![Subscriber / Device / Slice / Location identifiers for Granular Policies and Threat Correlation](image)

Figure 1. Subscriber / Device / Slice / Location identifiers for Granular Policies and Threat Correlation

Beyond the faster and more robust connectivity that is being introduced by 5G, a more disruptive concept is the network programmability through the 5GC. Programmability may have different interpretations, but in the context explored by this project, it includes the ability to abstract, encapsulate and expose internal capabilities and accept a set of instructions via APIs, and adapt behaviors at runtime accordingly.

For example, in the context of security policies for Industry 4.0 described above, 5GC APIs can be leveraged by external applications to obtain 5G network context information that might be necessary to enforce enhanced security policies. Subscriber and device permanent IDs, user location, subscriber status (e.g., disconnected), network status (e.g., cell congestion) that are...
normally “hidden” within 5G, can be exposed and used to enforce enhanced security strategies that otherwise would be impossible to design.

As discussed, security-aware tools that enable accessing, storing, manipulating, and steering data streams and devices form the core basis for guaranteeing reliability in a factory of the future. To address this challenge, the pillar has devoted resources towards:

- A security information and event manager based on blockchain technologies (FOGUS).
- Software for entity authentication, registration, and authorization (InQBit).
3 FINAL PROTOTYPE OF NETWORK APPLICATIONS

3.1 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT NETWORK APPLICATION

The Traffic Management Network App is essentially a programmable Next-Generation Firewall that is capable of taking into account not only IPs, ports, and MAC addresses to identify user devices, but also any parameters that can be exposed by the 5G network. Such parameters could be permanent subscriber and device identifiers in the mobile network context (IMSI, SUPI, IMEI, PEI). Other parameters that could also be leveraged include subscriber location, network slice ID, etc.

The Traffic Management Network App offers flexible deployment options, such as, in a dedicated server, in a Virtual Machine, or combination (Vertical app in a VM, Network App in a Container), which is the approach that has been selected based on the implementation principles set by the EVOLVED-5G project.

The code of the Network App can be found in the following Github repository.

3.1.1 Use case description

The Traffic Management Network App, which is being developed within the EVOLVED-5G project and falls under the security guarantees and risk analysis pillar, offers the following services through two different use cases:

- Use Case 1: Firewall - IP whitelisting.
- Use Case 2: Throttling: Lessening of the burden on a reportedly congested device in the network, applicable to many different aspects of a FoF.

The above-mentioned use cases and services act as the baseline for future improved implementations in the same direction. As 5G network exposure APIs mature and more network parameters become available for consumption, additional use cases could be developed. These use cases that are envisioned for the future, could enable implementation of advanced security policies that otherwise would be impossible to design (in a traditional firewall).

3.1.2 Detailed Architecture

The overall functionality at a high level is achieved through the interaction of three main blocks, each serving a specific role:

- A Network App, which implements the intelligence of the solution, and the interfaces towards the 5G network (CAPIF, NEF emulator, etc.)
- A Vertical App (vApp), which is a programmable software switch installed in the user traffic plane
- An interface between the Network App and vApp for performing the configuration of the later by the former

The main operation and mechanism (for detecting congestion and limits or redirects) being performed by Eight Bells proposed and developed system, is the following:

- L7 Switch requests for congestion statistics from Network App which is subscribed to MonitoringEvent API
- The processed congestion info (of Network App) supplies the list with devices/destination IPs with high congestion stats
- L7 Switch requests for new congestion statistics from Network App
- The processed congestion info resupplies the list with devices/destination IPs with high congestion stats
- L7 Switch requests for further processing of traffic Filters which are subscribed to MonitoringEvent API
- The processed congestion info resupplies the list with devices/destination IPs with high congestion stats
- No further processing takes place

The vertical application consists of a virtual Switch, implemented using Open vSwitch (OVS) software and the Traffic Control (TC) command-line utility. By combining the capabilities of OVS and TC, control over network traffic, firewalls, optimized network performance and better QoS can be achieved.

OVS (Open vSwitch) is a production quality, multilayer virtual switch licensed under the open-source Apache 2.0 license. It is a software-based virtual switch that operates at the data connection layer in the networking subsystem of the Linux kernel. It enables network virtualization and flexible connectivity in virtualized environments. OVS facilitates communication between virtual machines (VMs) and physical network infrastructure by allowing the creation and control of virtual switches.

OVS provides a wide range of configuration and management interfaces. To improve traffic shaping, quality of service, network monitoring, and analysis, OVS can be integrated with other networking tools such as TC (Traffic Control).

It is widely used in data centers, service providers, and virtualized infrastructure environments, where it provides a flexible and scalable solution for network virtualization and management.

Overall, OVS is an effective software-defined networking technology with several capabilities and flexibility for managing and regulating network traffic in virtualized environments. Because of its open-source nature, which encourages cooperation and innovation, it is a popular choice for developers and network administrators looking for effective network virtualization solutions.
3.1.3 Additional dependencies

The full-stack of the Network Application incorporates a diverse array of technologies and tools to create a solution that leverages the capabilities of the 5G network.

The backend of the application was built with the Python-Flask framework, which is well-known for its simplicity and flexibility in developing web applications. Flask's extensive library support and ease of integration make it an ideal choice for building a robust backend that can handle the complex operations required to process and manage data efficiently.

To ensure efficient and reliable data storage, we selected the popular open-source relational database management system PostgreSQL. PostgreSQL offers advanced features such as data integrity, concurrency control, and robust transaction management, making it an ideal choice for handling the data generated by the application. To manage the database effectively, we also used Adminer, a lightweight and user-friendly database management tool, which will facilitate easy administration and monitoring of the database.

For the frontend, HTML and CSS have been employed to create a visually appealing and intuitive user interface. The focus was on the user’s experience that allowed for seamless interaction with the backend services and efficient visualization of the data provided by the 5G network.

To align with all the EVOLVED-5G principles regarding the implementation aspects, the application has been containerized using Docker, in order to achieve consistency and speed in the deployment process across different environments. Docker containers encapsulate the application and its dependencies, providing a portable and reproducible deployment environment. This approach enabled for easily packaging the entire application, including the backend, database, and frontend components, into a single container, ensuring the consistent behavior that was needed for the integration activities and the overall testing of the Network App.
3.2 5G SIEM Network Application

3.2.1 Use case description
As the concept of Industry 4.0 evolves, apart from the IP network, industries will progressively establish small or large-scale 5G Non-Public Networks (NPN) to their premises to exploit the advanced capabilities of 5G technology (low-latency, high throughput etc.) for a set of their equipment.

As such, the implementation of enhanced mechanisms to manage and ensure security in this industrial ecosystem is mandatory. For IP networks, SIEM (Security information and event management) systems offer security protection by performing real-time monitoring and analysis of events as well as tracking and logging of security data for compliance or auditing purposes. However, in 5G networks, security management is handled by the 5G Core Network. Therefore, today, in a unified industrial network (IP and 5G NPN), security information systems have no monitoring and control capabilities for industrial devices that use 5G access.

Extending a SIEM system with 5G capabilities enhances the platform by offering access to 5G security information, such as real-time monitoring and updates on the security status of the 5G NPN devices. As a result, the security administrator of an Industry 4.0 environment can have a clearer and more complete picture of the underlying industrial network. FOGUS, with the development of its Network App, aims to bridge the communication gap between SIEM and 5G NPN devices.

3.2.2 Detailed Architecture
FOGUS 5G SIEM Network application is a containerized application, following the stand-alone model defined in the EVOLVED-5G project, and resides between the vertical application (AlienVault OSSIM) and 5G Network (CAPIF and NEF Emulator). All the components (OSSIM – FOGUS Network App – NEF Emulator and CAPIF) are deployed locally on our premises, each one on a separate host, but under the same network. The code is uploaded on the project GitHub repository and a detailed architecture of the Network App is depicted in Figure 3.

The Network App consists of three services, each one deployed as a separate Docker container:

- Frontend (container name: netappfe): A webpage, built on Angular framework, that enables the user to sign up and sign in, as illustrated in Figure 4, and then to create subscriptions...
for the NEF APIs, as well as monitor NEF callbacks. The former capability is depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 4. Sign up and Sign in

Figure 5. Subscription for Loss of connectivity, UE reachability and monitoring callbacks
• Backend (container name: netappdjango): A Python application, built on Django framework, implementing communication with the external components (CAPIF, NEF Emulator and OSSIM). It receives data from the 5G network, converts it properly to a readable format and then it sends it over HTTPS protocol to SIEM. The functionality of the framework through the dedicated UI is depicted in Figure 7 below.

• Database (container name: netapppostgres): A Postgres database, that stores all data exchanged with NEF Emulator and OSSIM. Instances from the database and the logs reflecting the exchange of the data are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.
Once all the containers are up and running, the initial step of the authentication and authorization of Network app by CAPIF is completed. Then using the EVOLVED-5G SDK tools the Network App can communicate with NEF emulator and create subscriptions for the NEF APIs such as Location reporting (UE changes location), Loss of connectivity (UE is out of the cell’s range and there is no connection to the 5G network), illustrated in Figure 10, and UE reachability as presented in Figure 11 (UE returns to the cell’s range and the network connection is restored). The Network App collects the above data and transfers it in a secure way to the OSSIM SIEM environment. Finally, the OSSIM system represents them and provides the necessary alerts and statistics to the user as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 10. UE out of cell’s range.

Figure 11. UE in cell’s range.
3.2.2 Additional dependencies

FOGUS Network App is a totally containerized application, using Docker containers, and is developed in Angular, Python and Postgres. To deploy locally the application, a Makefile has been created to simplify the running process. The Network App communicates with NEF Emulator and CAPIF using the EVOLVED-5G SDK tools, and with OSSIM through a set of exposed REST APIs implemented on the Vertical App side, using Python language, and more specifically Django framework.
3.3 IDENTIFY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT NETWORK APPLICATION

3.3.1 Use case description

With the advancement of mobile networks to the 5th generation and beyond, timely deployment is of essence to capitalize on the benefits of new technologies as fast as possible.

As such, the implementation of security measures to handle identity and access management to ensure the robustness of the ecosystem is critical. The CAPIF framework proposes making use of the OAuth2.0 protocol to handle authorization.

OpenID Connect (OIDC) is an identity layer on top of OAuth2.0 which extends the security capabilities. The identity layer creates a solid foundation for future machine learning implementations that scale well with the incredible number of logs that can be generated for each identity in the context of mobile networks. Furthermore, OIDC enables single sign-on (SSO) between providers to further evolve the authentication process. An additional security measure has been implemented that revokes access by forcefully de-authenticating invokers that either attempt to access inexistent endpoints or attempt to access existing endpoints with disallowed methods.

A Use Case diagram of the Identity and Access Management Network Application is depicted in Figure 14.

![Use Case Diagram](image)

Figure 14. IQB Network Application: Use Case
3.3.2 Detailed Architecture

The Identity and Access Management Network Application is a containerized application, following the standalone model defined in the EVOLVED-5G project. The Network Application can handle the authentication and authorization aspects of CAPIF, or act as an intermediary between network applications and CAPIF instances to provide single sign-on capabilities between providers. The code is uploaded on the project’s GitHub repository, and the detailed architecture of the Network Application is depicted in Figure 15.

![NetApp implementation](image)

**Figure 15. IQB Network Application: Implementation**

In order to realize the functionality of the use case, the following containers consist the implementation:

- **The Network Application container**

  The Network application resides in this container. It includes a flask server with endpoints that can be consumed by clients in order to authenticate themselves and access NEF endpoints of their own or another provider through SSO.

- **The Keycloak IdP server container**

  The keycloak server contains a realm and three test clients. Client secrets are transferred to the Network application during deployment to create connectors for future communication between the components. A user has been already onboarded. The keycloak container provides OIDC capabilities such as producing and introspecting tokens.

- **The callbacks server container**

  The callbacks server’s purpose is to collect notifications from any subscriptions created on NEF by clients. This container does not directly contribute to the security aspects of the identity and access management Network application, but rather serves as proof of proper communication and functionality between the client, the IQB Network app and the NEF.

  The full communication between the components can be summarized as the activity diagram in Figure 16.
Once the containers have been deployed, the functionality of the IQB Network app can be tested by running the unit tests as shown in Figure 17.
3.3.3 Additional dependencies

The Identity and Access Management Network App is written in Python and is a fully containerized implementation that depends on Docker. Keycloak v15.0.2 is required to provide OIDC functionality. The Network app, the Keycloak server and the callbacks server can be deployed all at once using the command "docker compose up". Scripts that are included in the repository will set everything up and establish end to end communication between the components. A pre-defined realm will be automatically imported to Keycloak and secret keys are obtained by the Network app. The latter communicates with the NEF emulator and CAPIF using the EVOLVED-5G SDK-CLI. The repository includes a Postman collection in .json format that can be used to test all endpoints of the network application. Additionally, unit tests have been implemented in python that can validate the functionality of the Network app. Instructions to run the tests are included in the Readme.md file of the repository.

4 INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES AND USE CASE TESTING

4.1 PURPOSE OF THE INTEGRATION TESTS (1ST ROUND)

The first round of integrations has been carried out from April 2022 to April 2023 with the aim of ensuring seamless and reliable communication between various components within the system, including Network Apps, Vertical Apps (vApp), NEF, CAPIF and 5G network connectivity, on top of the cloud infrastructure provided by the Athens platform.

In this initial phase of integration, the following components have been utilized by all the Network Apps:

- Network Applications v3
- NEF releases up to v1.6.2
4.2 TOPOLOGY AND SETUP

4.2.1 Network App1: Traffic Management Network Application

The first round of integration activity included two deployments.

The first deployment started on February 10th, where Telefonica’s cloud infrastructure (Openshift) has been used to deploy all the components for compatibility purposes.

The second deployment started on February 15th, where the deployment of 8Bells Network Application took place in the cloud infrastructure of NCSR D (Openstack). To test the application, 4 VMs were created to host the NEF Emulator, CAPIF, vertical Application (vApp) and the Network Application respectively. In order to deploy the vertical application, a VPN was used to set up the components remotely at the NCSR D infrastructure. The overall setup in a high-level view can be depicted in the following Figure.

In each of the deployments, we have used the following versions:

- SDK tool release v0.8.9
- NEF Emulator v1.6.2
- CAPIF Service v3.0

4.2.2 5G SIEM Network Application

The first round of integration activities took place at 23rd of February 2023 in NCSR D premises. In the cloud infrastructure of NCSR D (Openstack), 3 VMs were created to host CAPIF, NEF emulator and FOGUS Network Application respectively. The following resources were given to the VM hosting FOGUS Network Application:

- 2 vCPUs
- 4 GB RAM
- 20 GB Disk

During that period FOGUS application was using version 0.8.9 of SDK tools and was integrated along version 3.0 of CAPIF and 1.6.2 of NEF Emulator.

The vertical application (OSSIM platform) was deployed on FOGUS premises and was accessible via public IP. In figure 19, a topology of the integration activities is presented.

![Figure 19. 1st Integration Activities Topology](image)

The integration activities in sequence of steps included:

1) Deployment of CAPIF Services in Openstack VM as depicted in the Figure below.

![Figure 20. Successful deployment of CAPIF services](image)

2) Deployment of NEF Services in Openstack VM
3) Inside the VM of FOGUS Network Application a series of actions occurred:
   a. Download the code of network application
   b. Map CAPIF IP address to the name “capifcore” by adding a record to /etc/hosts file of FOGUS Network Application VM.
   c. Edit “env_to_copy.dev” to match the correct IP addresses of CAPIF and NEF

4) Deployment of FOGUS Network Application in Openstack VM
4.2.3 Network App3: Identity Management Network Application

The first round of integration activities took place on the 31st of January 2023 in Telefonica premises. In the cloud infrastructure of Telefonica (openshift), 3 VMs were created to host CAPIF, NEF emulator and IQB Network Application. The versions that were used were SDKv0.8.9, CAPIFv3 and NEFv1.6.2.

On the 9th of March 2023, the IQB Network Application was tested on NCSRD premises as well. In the cloud infrastructure of NCSRD (Openstack), 3 VMs were created to host CAPIF, NEF emulator and FOGUS Network Application. The versions tested were SDKv1.0.2, CAPIFv3, and NEFv2. During the integration activities, the following steps were performed inside the VM of IQB Network App:

1) Downloading the code and installing prerequisites:

![Figure 23. Deployment of FOGUS Network Application](image)

![Figure 24. Prerequisites Setup (1/2)](image)
2) Successfully deploying the containers

3) Executing the unit tests

The unit tests were executed using the command:

docker exec iqb_netapp python -m unittest NetApp-v3

4) The final step was to test manually the endpoints using the Postman collection
4.3 RESULTS AND TAKEWAYS

4.3.1 Traffic Management Network Application
The integration activities at Telefonica’s Openshift and NSCRD Openstack have both been successful.

Initially, some environmental values needed to be modified to facilitate the deployment of the application. Following this configuration, the testing was performed to ensure successful intercommunication among all components.

![Figure 28. Successful Execution of the 8Bells Network Application](image)

4.3.2 5G SIEM Network Application
The breakdown of the activities and the modifications occurred for the 5G SIEM integration tests are as follows:

After the deployment of the necessary components, the functionality of the network application was tested, by accessing the frontend of FOGUS network application and making Monitoring Location requests.

![Figure 29. FOGUS frontend portal](image)
To validate the correct communication between network and vertical applications access to the OSSIM portal was required in order to check that an asset (device monitored by the vertical application) has been created.
In conclusion, the 1st round of integration of FOGUS Network App in NCSRD’s cloud infrastructure was successful. After some initial network configuration, the application was correctly deployed, registered/onboarded to CAPIF and used NEF APIs.

4.3.3 Identity and Access Management Network Application
On the first round of the integration activity in Telefonica premises, the deployment was thoroughly tested with successful results.

On the second round of the integration activity in NSCRD premises, the identity and access management aspects of the Network App were fully functional as dictated by the unit tests. The unit test related to NEF connectivity failed, providing insights on how the environmental variables need to be properly configured for proper end-to-end communication between components. This was a minor issue and was promptly fixed.
4.4 PURPOSE OF THE INTEGRATION TESTS (2\textsuperscript{nd} ROUND)

The second round of integrations has been carried out from May 2023 to July 2023.

The purpose of this second integration round was to validate the use-cases utilizing the final components of EVOLVED-5G. On the one hand, NEF, CAPIF and the SDK had been enriched with additional features. On the other hand, SMEs finalized their Network Apps by enhancing the 3.0 version and using the last versions of NEF, CAPIF and SDK. This version 4.1 of the Network Apps also exploited the validation pipeline before the integration test. Finally, the Networks Apps were deployed in Kubernetes clusters in Athens premises instead of using Docker containers running locally.

It's worth noting that until the end of WP3, it was deemed necessary for the SDK to undergo some minor improvements, primarily aimed at enhancing functionality and addressing specific bugs. During this second integration round, the final version of components has been utilized:

- Network Applications v4.1 v4
- NEF v2.2.2
- CAPIF v3.1.2
- SDK v1.0.8
- TSN 1.2.1

4.5 TOPOLOGY AND SETUP

4.5.1 Traffic Management Network App

The second round of integration activities took place on 29\textsuperscript{th} and 30\textsuperscript{th} of June 2023 remotely, as physical presence was not necessary. This second round of activities aimed at the deployment of 8BELLS Network App in the NCSRD Kubernetes platform, along CAPIF and NEF, and the evaluation of the end-to-end communication between Network and Vertical App.
The 8BELLS application, has been integrated with the latest versions of all necessary components:
- Version 1.0.8 of EVOLVED5G CLI & SDK package
- Version 3.1.2 of CAPIF and
- Version 2.2.2 of NEF Emulator.

All the necessary components, including the virtual switch/vertical app, have been deployed in the NCSRDK8s cluster. In collaboration with NCSR Demokritos the 2nd round of integration activities included the following steps:

Step 1: To Upload the latest docker images of 8Bells Network Application in Dockerhub (https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/vasilis8/8bellsnetapp/general)

Step 2: Created the manifest .yaml files required for the deployment

- File 1: environment.yaml, including all environmental variables that the Network Application uses

```yaml
apiVersion: v1
cr: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: 8bells-configmap
data:
  #NETAPP
  netapp_name: "myNetapp"
  netapp_ip: http://172.17.0.1:5000
  netapp_port: "5000"

#VAPP
  vapp_ip: "10.161.1.116"
  vapp_user: "root"
  vapp_pass: "8bellsadmin"

#NEF
  nef_ip: https://nefemu:4443
  nef_user: "admin@my-email.com"
  nef_password: "pass"
  nef_port: "4443"

  callback_address: "http://bellsnetapp-svc:5000/monitoring/callback"
  capif_host: "capifcore"

#DB VARIABLES
  postgres_db: "postgres"
  postgres_username: "postgres"
  postgres_password: "postgres"
  postgres_port: "5432"

#ADMINER VARIABLES
  adminer_password: "1234"
  adminer_port_one: "8008"
  adminer_port_two: "8008"
```

Figure 35. environment.yaml file
- File 2: `deployment.yaml`, including all necessary configurations to create a pod for each container.

```yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: 8bellsnetapp
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: 8bellsnetapp
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: 8bellsnetapp
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: 8bellsnetapp
        image: vasilish/8bellsnetapp
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        envFrom:
          - configMapRef:
            name: 8bells-configmap
        env:
          - name: NETAPP_NAME
            value: $(netapp_name)
          - name: NETAPP_IP
            value: $(netapp_ip)
          - name: NEF_IP
            value: $(nef_ip)
          - name: NEF_USER
            value: $(nef_user)
          - name: NEF_PASS
            value: $(nef_password)
          - name: NEF_PORT
            value: $(nef_port)
          - name: CALLBACK_HOST
            value: $(callback_address)
          - name: DB_NAME
            value: $(postgres_db)
          - name: DB_USERNAME
            value: $(postgres_username)
          - name: DB_PASS
            value: $(postgres_password)
          - name: DB_PORT
            value: $(postgres_port)
          - name: CAPIF_HOSTNAME
            value: $(capihost)
```

*Figure 36. Part of ‘deployment.yaml’ file*

- File 3: `service.yaml`, including network ports that need to be exposed in each pod.
Step 3: Perform Minor fixes to the Ingress Controller to make a successful deployment

Step 4: Testing the deployment with vApp and all the components and the integration among them.

4.5.2 5G SIEM Network Application

The second round of integration activities took place at 28th and 29th of June 2023 remotely, as FOGUS use case did not require any physical presence. This second round of activities aimed at the deployment of FOGUS Network App in the NCSRD Kubernetes platform, along CAPIF and NEF, and the evaluation of the end-to-end communication between Network and Vertical App.

FOGUS application, during the time of the integration activities, was using the latest versions of all necessary components:

- Version 1.0.8 of Evolved5G CLI & SDK package
- Version 3.1.2 of CAPIF and
- Version 2.2.2 of NEF Emulator.
The vertical application (OSSIM platform) was deployed on FOGUS premises and was accessible via public IP. In figure 38, a topology that has been utilised during the integration activities is presented.

![Figure 38. 2nd Integration Activities Topology](image)

The 2nd round of integration activities included the following steps:

1) Upload the images of FOGUS network application in Dockerhub
2) Creation of 3 yaml files required for FOGUS Network Application to run on Kubernetes platform.
   a. “environment.yaml”, including all environmental variables that are imported to the Network Application during the deployment phase
   ```yaml
   apiVersion: v1
   kind: ConfigMap
   metadata:
     name: fogus-configmap
   data:
     NEF_ADDRESS: nefewu:4443
     NEF_USER: admin@my-email.com
     NEF_PASSWORD: pass
     PATH_TO_CERTS: /code/capif_onboarding
     CAPIF_HOSTNAME: capifcore
     CAPIF_PORT_HTTP: "8080"
     CAPIF_PORT_HTTPS: "443"
     CALLBACK_ADDRESS: http://fogusnetworkapp-svc-he:8000
     BACKEND_ADDRESS: https://fogusnetapp-backend.com
     FRONTEND_ADDRESS: https://fogusnetapp-frontend.com
     POSTGRES_SERVER: fogusnetworkapp-svc-db
     POSTGRES_USER: fogusnetworkapp-svc-db
     POSTGRES_PORT: "5432"
     POSTGRES_DB: fogusnw
     POSTGRES_USER: "mssqlclient"
     POSTGRES_PASSWORD: mssqlclientpass
     WAPP_ADDRESS: 195.134.66.79:8443
   ```
   ![Figure 39. FOGUS environment.yaml](image)
   b. “deployment.yaml”, which contains all necessary configurations to create a pod for each container of the network application
Network Apps for Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis

3) Deployment of FOGUS Network Application using the above-mentioned yaml files and making some adjustment to the Ingress Controller of Kubernetes Infrastructure. This step was performed remotely (via internet call).

---

```yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: fogsusnetworkapp-dep-be
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: fogsusnetworkapp-pod-be
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: fogsusnetworkapp-pod-be
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: netappdjongo
        image: vtolias/fogsus-network-app-netappdjongo-1.1.1
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        command: ["/wait_db.sh", "($POSTGRES_SERVER):($POSTGRES_PORT)", ",", "sh", "docker_start_up.sh"]
        envFrom:
          - configMapRef:
            name: fogsus-configmap
        ports:
          - containerPort: 8000
---
```

*Figure 40. FOGUS deployment.yaml*

**c.** “service.yaml”, which defines all network ports that need to be exposed in each pod

```yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: fogsusnetworkapp-svc-be
spec:
  selector:
    app: fogsusnetworkapp-pod-be
  ports:
  - protocol: TCP
    port: 8000
    targetPort: 8000
---

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: fogsusnetworkapp-svc-fe
spec:
  selector:
    app: fogsusnetworkapp-pod-fe
  ports:
  - protocol: TCP
    port: 4200
    targetPort: 4200
---
```

*Figure 41. FOGUS services.yaml*
4.5.3 Identity and Access Management Network Application

The second round of integration activities were performed on June 27th 2023, remotely at NCSRD premises. The network application was deployed alongside CAPIF and NEF on Kubernetes, and the end-to-end communication was tested.

This version of the network application has been integrated with SDKv1.0.7, CAPIFv3.1.2, NEFv2.2.2.

The components were deployed on Kubernetes through the following process:

Step 1: Each component was uploaded on Docker Hub:

- https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/johnst99/iqb_netapp_img
- https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/johnst99/keycloak_img
- https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/johnst99/callbacks

![Figure 42. IQB Dockerhub images](image)

Step 2: Manifest .yaml files were created in order to perform deployment

environment.yaml: includes the environmental variables required by the containers

```
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: iqbit-configmap
data:
  NETAPP_ID: "myNetapp"
  KEYCLOAK_ADDRESS: "keycloak:8988/auth"
  KEYCLOAK_REALM: "EVOLED-5G"
  KEYCLOAK_ADMIN: "admin"
  KEYCLOAK_ADMIN_PASSWORD: "admin"
  NEF_ADDRESS: "nefemu:5552"
  NEF_USER: "admin@my-email.com"
  NEF_PASSWORD: "pass"
  VAPP_ADDRESS: "NA"
  PATH_TO_CERTS: "/app/capif_onboarding"
  CAPIF_HOSTNAME: "capifcore"
  CAPIF_PORT_HTTP: "8880"
  CAPIF_PORT_HTTPS: "443"
  CALLBACK_ADDRESS: "callbacks:5902"
  FRONTEND_ADDRESS: "NA"
```

![Figure 43. IQB environment.yaml](image)
- deployment.yaml: includes pod configuration such as ports, environmental variable mapping and labeling, it is the docker-compose.yml equivalent of Kybernetes

```yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: iqnetapp
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: iqnetapp
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: iqnetapp
    spec:
      containers:
        - name: iqnetapp
          image: johns09/iq_netapp_img
          imagePullPolicy: Always
          env:
            - name: NETAPP_ID
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: iqbit-configmap
                  key: NETAPP_ID
            - name: KEYCLOAK_ADDRESS
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: iqbit-configmap
                  key: KEYCLOAK_ADDRESS
            - name: KEYCLOAK_REALM
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: iqbit-configmap
                  key: KEYCLOAK_REALM
            - name: KEYCLOAK_ADMIN
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: iqbit-configmap
                  key: KEYCLOAK_ADMIN
            - name: KEYCLOAK_ADMIN_PASSWORD
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: iqbit-configmap
                  key: KEYCLOAK_ADMIN_PASSWORD
Figure 44. IQB deployment.yaml
```

- service.yaml: includes the port mappings and protocol that need to be exposed on the services
Step 3: Setting the proper Ingress rules

```yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: iqnetapp
spec:
  selector:
    app: iqnetapp
  ports:
  - protocol: TCP
    port: 5000
    targetPort: 5000
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: keycloak
spec:
  selector:
    app: keycloak
  ports:
  - protocol: TCP
    port: 8980
    targetPort: 8980
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: callbacks
spec:
  selector:
    app: callbacks
  ports:
  - protocol: TCP
    port: 5007
    targetPort: 5002
```

Figure 45. IQB service.yaml
Step 4: Deployment of each service using the manifest files

![Figure 46. IQB Ingress Rules](image)

Step 5: Performing unit tests and additional functionality tests.

![Figure 47. IQB Pods Deployed](image)
4.6 RESULTS AND TAKEAWAYS

4.6.1 Traffic Management Network Application

After the successful deployment and testing of the Network Application in the NCSRD Kubernetes platform, we proceeded to test the end-to-end functionality. Following are some screenshots running the Network application after deployment.

![Figure 48. Capif logs during the runtime of the Network Application](image1)

![Figure 49. 8Bells Network Application runtime output log 1](image2)
The scenario consists of 4 cells and 3 UEs located in the campus. The UEs move on a predetermined path with different speeds to simulate different outcomes.

The following Figure depicts a live representation of the 8BELLS Network App, where the ‘History’ table captures the UE subscriptions, and NEF notifications that show QoS status & location. The ‘IP Table’ shows the UEs that are registered in Network App, while those that have ‘allowed’ status are also configured in the vApp.
4.6.2 5G SIEM Network Application

After the successful deployment of CAPIF, NEF and FOGUS network application in NCSRD Kubernetes platform, the functionality of the network application and the end-to-end communication with the Vertical Application (OSSIM) has been tested. The initial step was to access the frontend of FOGUS network application at the following url: "https://fogusnetapp-frontend.com". Due to the fact that the Kubernetes platform exposed the ports inside NCSRD local network, the use of a VPN was required to enter on it remotely. Having access to FOGUS frontend application, FOGUS scenario has been imported to NEF emulator and then some Monitoring Location requests from the Network Application were performed, that are depicted on the figures below.
Figure 54. Successful one time Location Monitoring subscription

Figure 55. Successful multiple times Location Monitoring subscription

Figure 56. List of returned callbacks
After the successful deployment of CAPIF, NEF, IQB’s Network App, Keycloak and the callbacks server in the NCSRD Kubernetes platform, the functionality of the network application and the proper communication of the components had to be tested. First unit tests were run by executing a shell command inside the pod. Then, further testing was performed using Postman towards the url: “https://iqbitnetapp.com”. Finally, a Monitoring subscription was set up in order to test the proper reception of callbacks upon the UEs cell change. The following Figures present the aforementioned process regarding the unit tests and the testing of the end points respectively.
The following actions were also tested:

Figure 59. IQB UnitTests

Figure 60. IQB Endpoints Testing

Figure 61. IQB Unauthorized API consumption
Figure 62. IQB Reading specific subscription

Figure 63. IQB Creating a subscription
Figure 64. IQB Updating a subscription

Figure 65. IQB Deleting specific subscription
Finally, a scenario to test callbacks was set up. A subscription for UE2 was created via a Postman request. When the UE changes cells, the callbacks server should receive a notification. The overall process is depicted in the following Figures 69-71.
Figure 69. IQB The UE is about to leave cell 10001

Figure 70. IQB The UE connects to cell 10002

Figure 71. IQB The callback for cell change is received
5 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

The work presented in this deliverable describes in detail the final prototype of the Network Apps developed within the Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis pillar in the EVOLVED-5G context, driven by Task 4.4. Moreover, detailed descriptions of the two iterations of integration tests that the Network Apps have undergone on top of the EVOLVED-5G infrastructure, specifically on the Athens platform, are provided. With the second round of integration tests, the Networks Apps of the SEC pillar have reached their final stage, interacting with the last versions of NEF and CAPIF through the SDK and communicating with their respective vApp(s). The three SME use-cases have been also validated and such results highlight the fact that the Network Apps reached a mature enough state to be used by other SMEs through the Evolved-5G Marketplace.

The next steps will take place within the scope of WP5. SMEs have already started to use the validation pipeline to check their Network Apps. When they pass the final validation and certification steps, the Network Apps will be ready to be made publicly available through the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace. This way, other professionals and researchers will be able to use these applications, learn from them and build their own following the EVOLVED-5G methodology and pipelines.

Network App 1: Traffic Management

The 8BELLS Traffic Management application extends the functionality of a standard firewall by also taking into account any parameters that can be exposed by the 5G network. By leveraging these parameters, we can implement advanced security policies towards a Zero-Trust approach.

As demonstrated, the integration of a firewall with the 5G network control plane can greatly enhance the functionality and usefulness, for example by taking into account 5G network conditions (e.g., high traffic, congestion, etc.) and adjusting the firewall rules accordingly.

In the future, leveraging additional parameters exposed by the 5G network APIs, could create more complex security policies to cater to any Industry 4.0 use case. Such use cases could for example take into account the user device location within the 5G network in applying customized security rules.

During the two rounds of integration activities that took place, as described in the relevant sections previously, it was also proven that the overall deployment is flexible, quick, easy to test, and can easily be upgraded (hot fixes), due to the dockerization of the Network Application and the Kubernetes deployment environment.

Network App 2: Secure and trusted event management system

FOGUS SIEM platform (OSSIM) offers a solution for security and event monitoring in a network infrastructure. Extending the SIEM system with 5G capabilities (by adding some plugins to SIEM platform and implementing the Network Application) gave the SIEM system the opportunity to access 5G security information, such as real-time location monitoring of UE and feedback on the security status of the 5G NPN devices, through the native 5G APIs.

Also, the increased network performance of the 5G network (e.g., in latency and bandwidth) enables the faster acquisition of this information. As a result, FOGUS, with the development of its Network Application, managed to bridge the communication gap between SIEM and 5G NPN...
devices, thus offering a more complete security management solution for modern unified networks (including Ethernet, Wi-Fi, 5G etc.).

Network App3: IQB Identity and Access Management

The IQB Network application provides an enhancement to the existing CAPIF protocol by incorporating an OpenID Connect layer on top of the OAuth2.0 protocol proposed by CAPIF. Furthermore, the solution provides single sign-on functionality between CAPIF instances. Due to the increased performance of the 5G network, this added security value can be incorporated without noticeable overhead on the speed of execution of the network processes. The solution is an easy-to-deploy and scalable solution since it is a containerized implementation.
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